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1. Introduction 
Genctic algorithms (GAs) are stochastic and adaptive search algorithms that implement an elementary fonn 
of the natural seItx.iion mechanism to explore a probIem space using the Darwinian principIe of natural 
seIection and survival ofthe fittest. They were first devised by John Holland [61 and his coworkers at 
the University of Michigan in the 197()s and have been studied by other research groups since. GAs are 
today considered as a robust tcehniquc, effective across a spectrum of problems even in the presence of 
difficulties such as noise, multimodality, high-dimensionality and discontinuity (De long [21)· 
Basically, GAs simulate the evolution (natural adaptation) of a population of solutioos fur a given problem. 
Alter the initial populatiOll is created, tite evolution loop of a genetic a1goritInn consists of ( 1) evaluating all 
individuals in the population, (2) selecting a new, intennedíate population (tx..1ter individuals have better 
chances to be selected), and (3) a1temating their genetic codeo These three su,'PS are repeated until sorne 
tennination condition is satisfied. 
They can be used to find approximatc soIutions to nwnerical optimisation problems in cases where finding the 
exact optimum is prohibitively expensivc, or wherc no aJgorithm is known. 
As GAs are inherently parallel (Goldbcrg [3]), because many ''individuals'' are evolved in the search, this 
wOIk shows diversc approaches of paralleI computing platfonns to impIement GAs and a particular selected 
implementatíOll. 
2. Parallel Ggaetic Algorithms: A Survey 
In bis first work Holland [61 recognised the parallel nature of the reproductive paradigm and the 
intrinsic efficiency of parallel proccssing. 
In bis ta.-x.onomy of Parallel Genetic Algoritbms (PGA), Levine [11 observes the importance of 
disceming between a .POA as a moJel of an specific GA and a POA as a means lo implement a 
(sequential or paralIeI model of) GA. 
In a PGA model the total population is distributed in any ofthe following ways: 
• A sel of independent subpopulations of certain size. 
• A single population where each member interacts with a limited number of neighbours .. 
A PGA model have sorne advantages when contrasted with the conventional GA model. Lct us see sorne 
facts: . 
• In PGAs prernature convergence risk is decreased by maintaining dissimílar subpopulations which 
interchange genetic material between them. As a consequence of this, a 1x..'1ter exploration of the 
searching space is done. 
• The cxpected number of descendants of a certain string depends on the relative value of its fitness 
within the population. Thus, in conventional GAs, this implies a global ranking wbich do not 
properly reflects the way in which natural selection works. 
• A PGA model is more realistic model ofnatural behaviour; a subpopulation is typically compounded 
of many indcpendent subpopulations which occasionally interact. 
About implementation, it is possible toparallelise the traditional sequential CTA. One·ofthcsimplest 
methods consists in parallelising the loops which crea tes the next generation from the current one. Many 
procedures in this loop, such as evaluation and application of genetic operators, could be executed in 
parallel. 
If distributed approaches are chosen to parallelise a sc~uential GA the computing overhead due to 
distribution oí data structures and synchronisation could decrease further improvements due to 
multiprocessing. For this rcason tightly-coupIed multiprocessors are thc preferred platfonns to 
parallelise this loop. 
Other parallel approaches are devised for distributed processing in multicomputcr systems and we wiIl 
see them now. 
According to the siz.e of the components of the subdivided population (granularity) GAs can be 
classified as Coarse Grained GAs and Fine Grained GAs (Levine l7J). Sorne main characteristics of 
PGA models will be now briefly introduced. 
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2.1. Co.rse Grained PGAs 
In ·a Coarse Grained Parallel Genetic AJgoritbm (CGPGA), knownas the islaM model the aitire 
populatioh· is divided in a number of subpopulations which are distributed among multiple ~rócelsors. 
Each of these processors ron a sequential GA on their own subpopulation. Occasionally these 
processors interact exchanging chromosomes. 
Sorne open questions in., CGPGA, are; how frequently processors exchange strings .1, which other 
processors a processor eX.change· with ? and what scheme is used to select strings to exchange 1. 
When compared with sequential GAs, the CGPGA model shows a bebaviOUf nearer to that of 
biological systems by maintaining multiple separate subpopulations whiclt evolve independently.lDthis 
manner, each subpopulationexplores a different area of tite searching space, each;maintainiDg itshigh 
fimess individual (elitism) and controUing their migration to other subpopulations. , 
Figure 1 showsa CGPGA model with a three-dimensionaJ hypercube interconnect.ion topology. HCre 
each processor has exactly three neighbours forexchanging strings. 
Fig. 1: A Coarse Grain Parallel Genetic Algorithm Model. 
CGPGAs can be further classified according to the migration scheme, interconnection topologyand 
homogeneity ofprocessing nodes (Shyh-Chang Lin [9]). 
2.1.1. Migr.tioo Schemes 
String migration between subpopulations is a key characteristic of CGrGA thathelps to ma.jotain 
genetic diversity by inserting strings arriving from subpopulatiol18 separateIy evolved.! NeveItbeless, if 
many stririgs are frequently exchaoged the algoritbm is prone to prematuro COQvergence, hecause'" 
sorne nUmber of migrations aIl subpopulations will have copies of outstanding individuals which wil~ be 
il'lclined to dominate.those populations. 
A migration scheme, detennines how frequently and under which time constraints string excban.ge. is 
done. Migration schemes provide an additional subclassification for CGPGAs: iso/ated, syn&hronous 
and asynchronous.·· 
]so/ated·CGPGAs, :also known as partitioned GAs are the simplest CGPGA.modeI and do not.allow 
migration between subpopulations. 
Synchronous CGPGAs where tite migration is synchronised, allow subpopulations to evolve in paraIlel 
until certain: point before any exchange can occur. Synchronisation between Processors can be 
controlled by the number of generations or any other measure of progress (coovargence; ·mean 
population. fitness,' etc.). Dedicated hardware with similar processing power in ~h proccsSO(, can 
directly support suchsynchronisation. In distributed environments unbalanced workloads can arise, 
because different processing speeds' can result in sorne· idIe· oodes waiting for strings fi"om .. s1ow 
processors. In such environment the global population evolves according to the slower processor speed. 
Asynchronous CGPGAs, allow migration ai any m~t independentIy of the evolutiOll state of 
subpopulations. This asynchronous bebaviour, reflects the kind of migration that, in fact, happens in 
nature where diverse populations have distinct eVolution paces. This migration scheme is suitably fitted 
for distributed workstation environmeri(s where dissinÍilar computer architectures and worldoads cause 
different evolution speeds in each node. 
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2.1.2. Interconnectivitv 
The prOéessing nodes interconnectivity (topology and interconnection degree) affccts the perfonnance of 
a CGPGA. The type oftopology (lines, rings, n-cubes, toros, meshes, etc.) determines which nodes arc 
the neighbours of a certain one, fur string exchanging. 
Interconnection schemes can be subdivided into two main groups: stat;c and dynam;c. 
In a stalic ;nterconnection scheme the node connections are dcfined at fue beginning of the run once fur 
aH. In a dynamic interconnection scheme the initial topology may vary during execution. In some 
cases, due to changes occurrcd in subpopulation evolution it is desirable to reconfigure the topology. A 
problem arise when the insertion of a new imported string is not effective because it is a superindividual 
(which can dominate the subpopulation) or it is a very low fitness individual (which can be rejected). In 
order to avoid these extreme situations, subpopulations can begin running without predefined 
neighbours .. Then, when migrations occur the node chose their neighbours deciding by a critería based 
on the degroo of similarity (or non sinularity) oftheir chromosomes. 
2.1.3. Nodes Homogeneity 
Homogcncity in PGAs is related to the similitude of the GAs running in difierent nodes. Therefore 
CGPGAs are roughly c1assified as homogeneous and heterogeneous. In an homogeneous CGPGA 
model the GA executed in each processor have the same parameters set (population size, crossover and 
mutation probabilities, migration intervals) , genctic operators, objective functions, cte. The advantage 
of this approach resides in its easy implementation. An heterogeneous CGPGA model allows the 
evolution of diverse subpopulation with different parameters, genetic operators and objective functions. 
This approach could be advantageous to find the best initiaJ sel of parameters fur a GA. 
2.2. Fine Grained PGAs 
In a Fine Grained Parallel Genetic Algorithm (FGPGA) also known as cel/ular or massively paral/el 
GA exactly one processor is allocated to each string. 
In this model the population consists of strings which intcract only within a local neighbourhood. In this 
way each string is part of multiple subpopulations and the membership is determined by fue processor 
interconnection topology. Thus, the global population can be visualised as being composed of srnall 
overlapped subpopulations. The main problem in this model is the n,,1; topology design, because in this 
way the degree of individual isolation is predetennined éUld consequently the genetic diversity is also 
affected. 
Depending on communication restrictions global and random mating could be a method to be used but 
seems inadequate. In altemative approaches, each processor searches fur mating the best string residing 
in the nodes of its vicinity and produce a single offspring which remains in this processor. 
Afier tite first populationevaluation, strings are randomly distributed among processors and after some 
generations groups of similar strings with similar fitness values are funned and continue growing 
(Withley 111) }. 
Figure 2 shows a F'GPGA model with 64 processors storing a string each, represented by a shaded 
square. Different shaded zones depict the neighbourhoods built after sorne generations. In this case the 
interconnection topology is a torus where opposite extremes are connected. 
Fig. 2: A Fine Grained Parallel Oenetlc Algoritbm Model. 
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:1.3. Micrograined PGAs 
... ~ ¡ 
][n a Micrograined PGAs (MPGA) a single population is maintained, so tIu: output is the same as in a 
lX)Dventional sequential GA. Parallelism consists in. using multiRJ,e p~ors too evaluate individual 
l1tness values (Punch [8] ). 
'Ibis scheme is particularly beneficial when computations fur function evaluation, as in. real ~ 
c:ontrol, are costly when contrasted with other genetic operations. ..... 
In this model, a single master processor runs the GA and distributes strings to other slave processors for 
their evaluation. Other gen~c operations take place in the master processor. 
In this manner, if the eVaIuatioo óf individuals dominates the remaining computations, a lineal speedup 
proportional lo the number of slave processors can be expected by using this technique. 
The optimum alternative is to allocate a slave processor per string in the population. In tbis instante the 
total population evaluatioil time would be equivalen! to the worst time to evaluate an individual. 
)f the number of availa~le processor is less tban the number of strings in the population, then each node 
would be responsible ~ evaluate a given subset. This decision results in a total population evaluation 
time equivalent to the wprst time .required to evaluate a given population subset. 
In FigUie 3 a MPGA model is shown. The central node represents the master processor while the 
I'eripheral nodes stand fur the slave processors in charge of strings evaluation. 
Fig. 3. Mic:rograined Parallel Genetic Algoritlun Model. 
~'. The System SuPDorting PGA Execution 
The main decision made was the kind of PGA model lo use. In OUT case due to the J3clc of massivdy parallel 
processors we implemented a CGPGA model fur which our Detwork of workstatioos resulted suitable enough. 
~'.1. System Architecture 
When a distributed application fur a PGA begins execution it is necessary to specify a number of input 
parameters. Then the initial process in each processor forles once. The pa:rent process will be responsible 
(lf GA execution and requesting of migration services while the child process will be in charge of 
managing arrival of chromosomes from r~ .. processors, furwarding them lo the.patent. process ~ 
sending local migrating chromosomes throughout the net to other populations. This is done by using 
Interprocess Communications Primitives and Application Program Interfaces (Arredondo et al[l] )'.~ 
corresponding architecture is shown in figure 4. . . 
Thtfprocesses· semi _ chromosomes and receive _ chromosomes are the main com~ts implementing 
tite interaction with other processes of the distributed system. ~ the local area network is reliable 
and small amount of data will be transmitted each time, these routIDes use a socket' iñterface arid a 
connectionJess protocol (UDP) to minimise communicatiOll overhead. .'. .., ."';. ., . 
Sending and receiving chromosornes need synchronisation. A class of non blocking IPCP was used m 
"rder to·allowprogressing the GA even if chromosomes ~ not yet arrived from remote P~S()r:s: 
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3.2. Some DetaiIs on Implementation 
A large set of runs wcre done fur OUT first PGA implementation. Initially, to study subpopulati.ons 
interactions, it was dccided to implcment the PGA model on only two woikstations of different characteristics 
and ron it on a set ofwell known test functions solving optimisation problems (De Jong (21, Schaffer 14] and 
other functions). Sce Table 1. 
PARENT 
PROCESS 
GA ': Genetic Algorithm 
sc : send chromosornes 
RqC : Reqüest Chromosomes 
RC : receive chromosornes 
Network 
IPCP: InterprOCess Convnunicatiorl Primitiv8S 
Fig. 4. Systern Architecturc to Support Migration 
The follo\\1ng scberncs were chosen for gathering of preliminary results: 
Homogeneity 
In tbis first cxpcrience wc only work with homogeneous nodcs: samc population size, crossover rncthod and 
probabilitics were uscd in both woIkstations. 
Migration Declsion.~ 
In order to compare effectivcness of cach rnethod, isolated, synchronous and asynchronous schemes were 
implcmented. Also the expccted improvements of migration were contrasted against its cost by comparing the 
isolated (no migration) method with the other two. 
About the number of strings to be migratcd. we decided to migrate only one (the best) string each time. In tbis 
way we tried to guarantce an existent but no major influence of extemal evolution on local evolution. 
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F 1: f(XI,X2) "!, 2 1 .5. + X I o S in ( 41l XI) + X2 o S in ( 2 O 1l X 2 ) 
-3.0:;;; XI :;;;12.1, 4.1:;;; X 2 ::; 5.8 
estimated maximum value: 38.850292 
F2: f(XI,X2,X3) = X¡2+ X2 2+ X / .Ior; 
-5.12:;;; X/S; 5.12 , ;=1,2,3 (DeJongFunctionFI) 
m inim um global value: O 
F3:f(XI,X2) = 100(XI2--x2f+(I-XI)2,lor; 
-2.048:;;; XI :;;; 2.048 i = 1,2 (De Jong Funetion F2) 
m inim um global value: O 
F4:f(xI) = 2.0+ xl o sin(107iXI), lor; 
-1s;XIS;2 
estim oled m ax;m um volue: 3.850273 
Fs: f(XI,X2) '" 0.5+ sin 2 .JXI2+ Xl 2 - 0.5, ( 2 2) 2 ' lor; 1.0+0.0001 Xl + X2 
-dOO:;;; X, S; 100 , ; = ],2 (Sehaffer Funetion F6) 
m ;nim um global vatlle: O 
F6:.f(XI,X2) = (xlosgn(XI»O(X2osgn(X2» , lor; 
- I S; XI:;;; 2 , ; = 1,2 
estimated maximum vallle: 4 
5 
F7: f(XI,X2,X3,X4,XS);: ¿int(x,) ,Ior; 
i = 1 
- 5.1 2 S; X, :c:; 5.I 2 i :.: 1,2,3,4,5 L ~ inim um globoL.olu" - 25 (D e Jong Funetion F 3) 
Table l. Set ofTesting Functions 
,Ior'; 
In order to favour genetic diversity we resolved not to reject any íncoming string, TbuS, as we are wOJking 
with fixed population size, a policy for choosing a '\1ctim" string for replacement was usedo Sorne aufhors 
advocate fur the replacement of the worst individual, but this can result also in ~ loss of geoetic diversJty. So 
we.,implemented a policy ~isting in a random selection of two candidate strings which·1ben: were subjected 
to a probabilistic toumament for ultiJ:nate decisiori [7]. 
Un order to obtain resu1ts to be used as milcstones for further research, we begin choosing workstations of 
quite dissimilar processing speeds (WI was 4 times f3ster than W2). In this particular environment 
:;ubpopulations evolve at different, speed, and then SOOIe problems arouse: 
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• The incoming individual was originated in a low cvolved population (compan~ with local 
population). Dept.'11ding on the population size, this fact does not influcnce too much 011 global fitncss 
and can help to maintain or increase genetic diversity. This contributes to explore anotlter searching 
arcas. 
• The incoming string arrives from a high evolved population. In this case if the gap betwcen tite 
fitncss of the new individual and that of the best local individual is large enough then a risk of 
prematurc convcrgencc can arisco 
To avoid falling towards a local optimum, by introduction of high performers, another additional 
strategy was devised: A parameter r, caUed maximum ¡:ap allowed, was defined as the maximum 
diffcrence aceepted between the best local individual fitness and the incoming string fitnt."Ss. Therefore, 
if the extcrnal string is superior than the best local individual beyond a certaín threshold it will be 
rejected otherwise will be inserted ¡nto the population. In otlter words, if the condition: 
Fitnessext - (l+r) Fitnessloca1 ::;;: O (O::;;: r .~ 1) 
holds, then accept insertion of the incoming string, othcrwise reject string. 
By using this strategy the influence of high evolved external strings was decrcased and, consequently.; 
the risk of falling ioto local optimum also dcclined. 
4. Comments on Results 
Defore tuning the island model to be ron in two distinct-feature workstations, the GA was run on each 
workstation and on each of the selected test functions. As a result it was observed that in similar 
enviromnental conditions workstation W 1 was nearly four times fuster than workstation W 2 • Therefore, 
migration intervals were defined every 1000 generations in W¡ and every 250 generations in W2; 
Consequently, in each ron a total numbcr of 16000 generations and 4000 generations were respectively 
defined for W 1 and W 2 • 
The next step was addressed to select the most interesting functions for the island modelo So, a set of 
runs dctermined that functions F 1 and F5 WCre the most attracting functions because !he remaining 
functions reach very fast their optimal (or near optimal) values. In aH cases a typical one-point 
crossover algorithm with population size of 50, probability of crossover 0.65 and probability oí 
mutation 0.001 was ron. 
Afier that, the island model was thoroughly tested. In this stage interaction of subpopulatioDS was done 
via the migration of the best individual. Inciw..'IltalIy, running the model on FI., it was dctected tltat a 
high performer migrating string from W2 had a fitness value of38.19 while the corresponding value for 
the best individual of the supposcdly more evolvoo W¡ population was 35.95. This was the appcaling 
fact to insert the new parameter r. 
Subsequently, a number of runs for thc island model under each of the migration schemes (isolated, 
synchronous and asynchronous) were completed with the same above indicated parameter see. Mean 
values for the following relevant performance variables were detcnnined: 
Optimal Hits is the hit ratio to find the optimal solution, all over the total number of runS. 
Ebest == (oPlyal- best value/op,-yal)lOO 
lt is the percentual error of the best found individual when compared with opt vaP. lt give us a measure of 
how far we are from that 0Pl. val. 
Ebest reduc60n 0.: (Ebest¡ - Ebestsla)l Ebcst¡)100, whcre 
Ebest¡ is the Ebest value fur the isolated method, and 
Ebest.la is the Ebest value fur the synchronous or asynchronous methods. 
Thc above cxpreSsion shows the percentual of error reduction for the best found individual when cootrasting 
either SynchroJlOUS or asynchronous methods against the isolated method. 
1 In numbcr of gcncrations a variant was introduccd for the. synchronous migration case wherc the same nwnber 
of 4000 gcnerations was selectcd. 
20pt _val is the kno~n, or estimated, optimum value. 
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EPOp = «opt _ val- nran pop value)/opt_.val)100 
It is the percentual error of the popu1ation mean when compared with opt _val. It tell us how lar the mean 
fitness is frorn that opl_ val. 
Gbest is the mean ofthe nurnber of generations wbere the best individual was found. 
Time is the mean eJapsed time, in seconds, for a single run of the aJaorithm. 
Dtime = «(fsla - T;}/f¡)lOO, wbcre 'f," 
Tsla is the numing time of ~ (or asynchronous) run, and 
Ti is the ruiming time of~'nm. 
The aboye expression shows,1he',¡)erceotual oí time increase whm",COotrasting either synchronous or 
asynchronous methods against tbe isOIafed method. 
, .• I:.·"~. ': . 
The following tables and ~ sbowa report of experimental ~1tS'bn~ODFl. All the values in the 
tables are mean values obtained from the multiple run series. 
Migration 
Scheme 
Isolated 
Synchronous 
Asynchronous 
Migration 
Scheme 
Isolated 
Synchronous 
Asynchronous 
2.& 
2 
U 
"1 
o .• 
o 
FUNCTIONFl 
Optimal Ebest Ebest Epop Gbest 
Hits reduction 
34.78 2.39 0.00 2.88 ,<3993 
52.17" ,,0~46 80.75 1.03 ,. 1497 
65.21 ; ,~:oB, 
". '! • 93.72 0.70 ,3601 
" , . 1,', : 
TabJtt:2:'fer!ormance values 00 workstation VII. 
:_>. l(~", 
. :' 
Optimal" Ebest Ebest Epop Gbest 
Hits reduction 
13.04 1.62 0.00 1.86 1203 
52.17 0.57 64.81 1.13 1254 
60,86 0,29 82.09 0.63 1198 
Tabla 3: Peñormaoce values on workstation W2. 
Fig. 5: Function F1 
Ebest 
W1 W2 
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Time 
133.46 
142.61 
134,24 
Tune 
142.22 
142.57 
143.01 
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.synchro 
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Dtime 
0.00 
6.85 
0.58 
: , ~. . 
'j 
DHme' 
0.00 
0.24 
0.55 
Fig. 6: Funclion F1 
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Fig. 7: Functíon F1 
Optimal Hit Ratio 
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Fig. 8: Function F1 
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This fil'st set of results, clcarly show tltat th~e models permitting chromosome migration produce a 
significant error reductÍon when contrasted with tbe isolated model. As an examplé, it is observed tltat 
tbis improvement ranges fr00l65% up to 94%íta cost 'of a slightly increased ~time that ranges 
from 0.2% up to about 7%. ' 
To this extent, the asynchronous model behaves better than the synchronous model. It is also observed 
tltat higher Dtime values are achieved on the faster machine (Wl) under the synchronous model. This 
effect is a consequence of the synchroniscd interaction imposed on both workstations: W 1 must wait fur 
W2. 
Similar results corroborating the aboye conclusions werc found for function F5. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper aspects related to parallel genetic algorithms models and implementations were discussed. 
Also, a, feasible refmed design to support an implementation for the island model in a distributed and 
;;ome representative resuks were shown. Some points deserve special attention: ., ., 
'. The onginal design was slightly modified and exhibit to be suitable for implementing and testing 
diverse coarse grained PGAs. The running time for testing, even fur a large number of generations, 
was moderate. 
l' Models pennitting migration behave notably better than thoSe whichdo not allow any chromosome 
exchange. 
ti When exchange is allowed titen some strategy should be adopted in order to prevent prema.ture 
convergence: controlled arrival ofhigh jJerfonners showed to be beneficia! (our r parameter). 
11 When relative speeds of computer supporting subpopulations differ markedly, then the 
asynchronous model show a better general behaviour than the synchronous model. 
At the light of tbis results, which where obtained using the simplest GA model, new experiments for 
more advanced models ([5] Esquivel et al, [10] Syswerda) are being devised with larger networks and 
diverse topologies, migration sc~es and heterogeneity. 
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